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Welcome to the
BNP Paribas Real Estate
retail Risk Index
Our Retail Risk Index is a guide to the level of tenant
financial risk in the UK’s top 100 retail locations.
The success of any retail destination is dependent
on the cross-section of tenants within that location.
Covenant strength alone does not mean success; it is
also determined by neighbouring tenants and a long
lease to a strong covenant may not be as secure if
a unit has no neighbours. By assessing the financial
health of a town’s occupiers, our index provides a
guide to which towns are most vulnerable to retail
collapse/closure and those best placed to withstand a
weakening retail economy.
Our risk ranking variables include an assessment
of the financial health of the multiple retailers in
each town, as well as the number of vacant units
and charity shops. The financial health of retailers is
measured by examining their operational efficiency
using a cost/benefit approach.
The retail environment has fundamentally and
permanently changed and property specialists need
to adapt their strategies accordingly. This index
challenges traditional thinking by providing a more
in-depth analysis to the health of our towns beyond
rental performance and thinking differently about
how we assess risk.

Key findings
 Despite having a most and least risky top 10, there are
opportunities throughout for investors. It is important
to know where to invest and where, perhaps, portfolios
may need more active management or new strategies

 One result was the key role of local or convenience
shopping within towns such as Lewisham, with a higher
amount of convenience stores in addition to a strong
central retail offer, doing well

 We identified the least risky towns as Lewisham, Wood
Green, Uxbridge, Harrow, Truro, Sutton, Colchester,
Inverness, Peterborough and Southport

 Other findings in the report are: large scale retail
development adversely affects the high street due to
shifting centres of retail gravity within a town centre;
a rise in stalled retail-led developments has led to
uncertainty affecting high streets negatively; isolated
locations such as Inverness with sensible supply were
lower risk; and that even towns with strong competition
can succeed if they have a point of difference and serve
a purpose for local communities

 We identified the most risky towns as Bradford, Derby,
Wolverhampton, Southampton, Hull, Sheffield, Swindon,
Warrington, Stockport and Nottingham
 Even the most dominant towns are not immune to risk
and within the most risky towns there are thriving areas
– if you know where to look
 The national picture shows that 10% of units in the top
100 towns are at very high risk of collapse or closure,
20% are either charity shops or vacant and a further 17%
of units are occupied by retailers which pose high risk.
Only just over half of the units analysed are occupied by
retailers considered ‘secure’

 The index is to be used as a tool to support the existing
investment approach to taking decisions in both a
macro and local market context
 It also helps to identify locations with the biggest
potential of re-letting and supports buy, sell and hold
strategies
 This report provides a brief overview of our innovative
index. Should a deeper interpretation be required,
the BNP Paribas Real Estate team is happy to provide
additional analysis to our clients.
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Why have we created this index?
The recession has accelerated
retail change
Investors are looking for ways to ensure they minimise
risk and protect long term income. Against a backdrop of
weakening rental growth, a deteriorating economic outlook
and rising vacancy rates, the focus is on secure income
producing assets. Maintaining highly secure rising income
streams is the most important goal for investors, but in
recent years the sector has gone through some critical
changes which have meant we are now having to think
differently about how we assess investment risk.
The consumer squeeze
As consumers become wealthier, a greater proportion of
their disposable income is spent on goods and services,
which drives up demand for retail space. Consequently,
consumer confidence and spending are closely correlated
to retail sector performance. Consumer spending peaked in
late 2007 and, as the recession started to bite, consumers
experienced a squeeze on their disposable incomes and
consequently their discretionary spending plummeted.
Despite real disposable incomes having since increased to
pre-recessionary levels, uncertainty has led to households
focusing on saving rather than spending. Household
spending remains £12bn below its 2007 level and this has
inevitably had negative repercussions for the retail sector.

Even when the recession ends, the problems on our high
streets will not disappear
At the end of 2011, according to the Local Data Company,
23,400 shops were vacant, representing 14.3% of total retail
stock (by unit count). Even when the recession ends, the
problems on our high streets will not disappear, as multiples
have now adopted very stringent criteria when assessing
new store openings. Re-occupation of former space is not
a certainty if customer footfall and floorspace demands
fail to match their store requirements. Recent studies have
shown that retailers can now trade from approximately 80
key locations, down from 250 a decade ago, and continue to
capture the majority of UK retail spend. High vacancy rates
and empty property in our towns is a real sign of a suffering
market.
Structural changes have compounded the blow on the
high street
The structural changes that have occurred in the retail
sector have compounded the blow to in-town retailing. The
impact from the growth of the Internet over the last decade,
coupled with out-of-town development and the aggressive
expansion of grocery retailers into non-food merchandise,
has changed the shape of the retail landscape forever.
Today the internet is the fastest growing retail sector, with
consequent implications for retail property. Online sales
accounted for over 20% of total UK retail sales during
2011. While following the 1990s recession it took nominal
retail rents eight years to rebound to pre-recession levels,
in this cycle rental growth will take substantially longer
with slower and steadier growth forecast. The importance
of cherry-picking the right locations to maximise growth
potential has never been more important.
Lease lengths are no longer the decisive measure to
assess risk
Over the last decade, average lease lengths for retail
property have shortened from 10.3 years to 5.7 years today
(taking breaks into account). This is at odds with investor
appetite for secure income streams and illustrates that new
methods are needed to assess retail property risk.
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The retail domino effect
Fundamental to our logic and methodology is what we have called ‘the retail domino effect’ (as illustrated below).
This is mass vacancy acting as the catalyst which leads to a town’s downward spiral.

The vacancy domino effect
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Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

The success of any retail destination is dependent on the
cross-section of tenants within that location, thus covenant
strength alone does not mean success, it is also determined
by neighbouring tenants. A long lease to a strong covenant
may not be as secure if a unit has no neighbours.
The retail sector is multi-faceted, with retailers’ decisionmaking process extending far beyond bricks and mortar.
The interplay of factors such as customer base, footfall,
spend and product demand will influence location strategy
above and beyond property cost. Empty high streets, lacking
a cohesive retail mix, ultimately deter the consumer from
visiting and spending money. As footfall declines retailers
can no longer achieve the sales needed to cover their
costs, resulting in store closures and deterring new store
openings.

Our evaluation of financial risk goes right to the root of the
key drivers of retail property performance: the occupiers.
The key drivers of any shopping location is largely reflected
in its offer. The presence or lack of tenants should provide
insight into the state of any market. Tenant mix analysis
paints a clearer picture, as it provides insight into the size
of the shopping population, the overall Zone A rent and the
affluence of the population.
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How have we created our risk index?
Our retail risk index assesses the financial performance of multiple retailers who trade in 100 of the UK’s strongest retail
locations. In addition, the proportions of vacant units and charity shops were included in our index as ‘feel factors’ to
help identify locations already experiencing some form of decline.

Our sample
The top 100 towns
The locations we chose for our top 100 were based on the size,
scale and importance of each destination, representative of
the UK’s most dominant towns and cities. Using GOAD data,
we identified the key shopping centres/areas/streets that
made up the core in-town retail mix. Appendix 1 lists our
top 100 towns by retail hierarchy classification.
The multiple retailers
To arrive at our robust sample of multiple retailers, we took
our list of top 100 locations and in each we identified every
unit occupied by a retailer with a store count of at least
5 units across the UK. This created a list of 401 different
multiple retailers and 15,452 retail outlets throughout
our top 100 towns. To ensure the validity of our sample,
we calculated the proportion of multiple retailers in
each market to ensure the data was representative and
accurately reflected the characteristics of each individual
market.

Vacant units and charity shops
Having selected our top 100 locations and tested the
robustness of our sample of multiple retailers, the next step
was to consider our ‘feel factors’ (vacant units and charity
shops). These were included to help identify locations
already experiencing some form of decline.
How did we calculate retailer financial health?
The corporate financial risk of our identified 401 retailers
was calculated using the Department for Business,
Innovation & Skills (BIS) P2 Wealth Creation Efficiency Ratio,
also referred to as the BIS Ratio.
The BIS Ratio is a good guide to a company’s health. Unlike
credit rating reports, which measure a company’s ability
to pay back debts by reviewing its credit history, our
methodology uses the ‘value added’ BIS Ratio to determine
a company’s risk. It provides a clearer gauge of the financial
health of a business, because it is based on individual
operational performance.
Put simply, utilising company accounts the BIS Ratio
measures the value of a company’s sales relative to
its costs. For the UK’s largest companies, the BIS Ratio
typically averages 152. Therefore, for every £1 of major
costs (bought-in goods and services, staff and depreciation)
these companies generate £1.52 in value. A company
scoring less than 100 is considered to be of highest risk as
this means the value of its sales is lower than its costs, thus
it is effectively unable to service its basic operational costs
and may collapse as a consequence.
We then categorised each retailer’s BIS Ratio according
to our risk scale set out on the next page. It is based on
the principle that the higher a company’s BIS Ratio, the
healthier the company is from an operational perspective
and the greater value it is generating.
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Guide to risk classifications based on the BIS Ratio
Ratio

Guide to Financial Health

175 plus

Limited Risk

150 – 174

Low Risk

125 – 149

Medium Risk

115 -124

Borderline Risk

100 – 114

High Risk

Less 100

Very High Risk

This is very strong performance
This company is healthy
The business is in a fairly healthy state, as long as it is investing enough to maintain its position
The business is head above water but there’s not much room for strategic investment
This company is higher risk
This is very worrying. Company not even covering basic operating costs

The validity of the BIS Ratio as an analysis tool is confirmed
by the companies that fell into administration at the height
of the 2008/9 recession. The retailers listed to the right all
had BIS ratios of less than 100 when they collapsed into
administration.
How did we turn an assessment of tenants into a ranking
of towns?
We attributed the BIS Ratios of our 401 identified retailers to
each unit within each of our top 100 towns. We then banded
the units within each town into our risk classifications and
additionally calculated the number of vacant units and
charity shops.
By looking at the proportion of units within each category
(e.g. very high risk, limited risk, vacant) we could compare
each town on a like-for-like basis. We attributed a score by
quintile (i.e. five bands of 20 towns). This minimised the
potential for negligible differentials in smaller categories
to unfairly impact on a town’s score. We then applied a
weighting to each category relative to the average risk
profile across all 100 towns.

Retailer

BIS Ratio

Year Entered into
Administration

Zavvi

11

2008

Passion for Perfume

11

2009

MK 1

43

2008

USC

50

2008

Birthdays

65

2009

Pier

73

2008

Adams

81

2009

Allied Carpets

83

2009

The Officers Club

85

2008

Barratts

93

2009

Bay Trading

97

2009

Woolworths

98

2008

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

This produced an overall risk score for each of our 100
towns. These risk scores were sorted into descending order
to derive our ranked index. ‘Most at Risk’ ranked as 1 and
‘Least at Risk’ as 100. An example caluculation is shown
below.

Example Town A calculation
Occupier type

Number
of units

% of units

Limited Risk

120

15.7%

50

Low Risk

62

8.1%

75

Medium Risk

152

19.8%

50

Borderline Risk

59

7.7%

50

High Risk

123

16.1%

25

Very High Risk

88

11.5%

75

Charity shops

9

1.2%

0

Vacant units

153

20.0%

75

Total

766

100%

~

(within each category)

(within each category)

Score attributed
to each category
(top quintile = 0,
bottom quintile = 100)

Weighting applied
(relative to average risk
profile across all
100 towns)

Overall
Risk Score
53.1

Overall rank

(risk score relative
to other 99 towns)

47

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate
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The National Picture
This section of the report provides an overview of the national picture outlining our key findings.

Top 100 Risk Profile
Limited Risk

Vacant Units

Weightings of units by risk profile
 Across all of our top 100 locations, 10% of units pose
‘very high’ risk, meaning that occupiers of these units
are not even covering their basic operational costs.

Charity shops
Low Risk

3%
9%
Very High Risk

 20% of all units are either charity shops or vacant.

16%

17%

 With a further 17% of units occupied by retailers
which are at ‘high’ risk, little more than half of the
units analysed are occupied by retailers who could be
considered secure.

10%
20%

17%
9%

Medium Risk

Higher Risk
Borderline Risk

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

Risk by Region:
There is a definite north-south divide
Higher risk

 Remembering that higher rankings are more positive
(less at risk) than lower rankings, when the ranked
position of each town within a region is averaged it
indicates that Yorkshire, the Midlands and the North
East are most at risk. Households in these regions are
also among the hardest hit by rising unemployment.

Medium risk
Lower risk

 Greater London is ranked substantially higher than the
other regions. Over half of Londoners do not leave their
local area daily, so shopping is fundamental to their
local community.
Average risk ranking by region
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Risk by retail hierarchy:
Local shopping becomes more appealing
as fuel costs rise
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 Major towns, which is the smallest category of centre
included in our analysis of the top 100 towns, provide
more local shopping opportunities and these were
identified as offering less risk. Fuel costs have continued
to rise, thus local and single destination shopping is
increasingly appealing to consumers. Examples of major
towns include Eastbourne, Bury and Ealing.

Average risk ranking by retail hierarchy

M

The UK has over 2,000 shopping locations around the
country, and the scale and importance of these shopping
destinations are categorised by a ‘retail hierarchy.’
This hierarchy classifies each location according to its
attractiveness and available resident spending. Appendix 1
shows our top 100 towns classified by retail hierarchy.

 Regional centres ranked as the second least at risk
category, with most regional centres more likely to be
located in more affluent southern and Greater London
regions. Examples of regional centres include Guildford,
Kingston upon Thames and Milton Keynes.

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

 Major cities pose higher risk. As petrol prices remain
high, cash-strapped consumers are finding local
shopping more appealing. Examples of major cities
include Birmingham, Edinburgh and Newcastle.
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Risk by convenience offer:
Everyday shopping has a role
 Those towns with a greater proportion of convenience
goods stores fared better.

Average risk ranking by convenience offer

 This reflects consumers’ focus on shopping for
essentials, as their disposable incomes are increasingly
squeezed by the economic downturn.

60

 While there has been a steady concentration of shopping
activity in larger regional centres, our research also
reinforces the importance of the role of everyday ‘topup’ shopping.
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Risk by Affluence:
Risk is clearly correlated with affluence
 Unsurprisingly, there is a relationship between affluence
and a town’s risk. Those towns whose catchment
populations were of above average affluence were also,
on average, less risky.

Average risk ranking by affluence
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 This additionally reflected a north-south divide, with
least at risk towns more likely to be located in the South
where household incomes are proportionally greater.
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Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate
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The Most and Least Risky Towns
Least at Risk
Our least at risk towns are listed below:
Town

Town Type

Region

Rank
(1 = most at risk)

Lewisham

Major Town

Greater London

100

Wood Green

Major Town

Greater London

99

Uxbridge

Sub Regional Centre

Greater London

98

Harrow

Major Town

Greater London

97

Truro

Major Town

South West

96

Sutton

Major Town

Greater London

95

Colchester

Sub Regional Centre

South East

94

Inverness

Sub Regional Centre

Scotland

93

Peterborough

Regional Centre

East Anglia

92

Southport

Major Town

North West

91

 Lewisham appears at the bottom
of our risk ranking, together
with Wood Green, Uxbridge,
Harrow, Truro, Sutton, Colchester,
Inverness, Peterborough and
Southport.
 Overall London suburban centres
were found to be the least at risk.

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

Most at Risk
Our most at risk towns are listed below.
Town

Town Type

Region

Rank
(1 = most at risk)

Bradford

Major Town

Yorkshire & Humberside

1

Derby

Sub Regional Centre

East Midlands

2

Wolverhampton

Sub Regional Centre

West Midlands

3

Southampton

Regional Centre

South East

4

Hull

Sub Regional Centre

Yorkshire & Humberside

5

Sheffield

Sub Regional Centre

Yorkshire & Humberside

6

Swindon

Sub Regional Centre

South West

7

Warrington

Major Town

North West

8

Stockport

Sub Regional Centre

North West

9

Nottingham

Major City

East Midlands

10

 Bradford appears at the top of
our risk ranking, followed
by Derby, Wolverhampton,
Southampton, Hull, Sheffield,
Swindon, Warrington, Stockport
and Nottingham.
 Our most at risk towns are
dominated by towns in Yorkshire,
the Midlands and the North West.

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate
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Key Themes and Commonalities
Retail property is subject to different influences from those affecting other types of commercial property. Our research
has highlighted a number of key themes and commonalities running through the higher and lower risk towns. These
are summarised below.

Too much retail space

Large scale retail development
adversely affects the high street

A decade ago retailers entering the UK market would look to
open around 250 stores nationwide, but today this figure has
reduced to around 80 stores. While retailers are shrinking
their portfolios and requiring less space than previously,
locations with excessive over-supply of retail stock will
suffer the most, and secondary stock in these locations is
most likely to become physically and locationally obsolete
for multiple retailers.
The key to answering the question of how much space is too
much lies in the amount of disposable income of the local
catchment residents and the capacity (in spending terms)
for additional in-town retail stock. While our research
does not explore this in detail, we have run analysis which
points to warning signs of over-supply in those towns
identified as posing the most tenant risk. We compared the
retail floorspace of our top 100 locations with a series of
benchmarks based on the average total floorspace of towns
positioned at a similar level within the retail hierarchy.
Around 10 of our top 100 locations showed some sign of
over-supply, with town centre floorspace well above the
benchmark average. Of these 10 locations, seven were in
our top quartile of most at risk towns.

The development of new retail destinations can have
a major effect on the health of existing town centres by
shifting the centre of retail gravity within a city or town
centre. For example, in Derby (ranked 2nd), following the
development of Westfield Derby, the pitch has shifted away
from Albion Street and is considered to be completely
within the Westfield centre. While the redevelopment and
extension of Westfield Derby (formerly the Eagle Centre)
has significantly improved the retail provision in the town,
there are stretches outside the centre which have become
increasingly run down. For high street investors, the impact
of large scale development can be detrimental to their
investment as there may be parts of the town that become
physically and locationally obsolete as demand shifts away
from the existing pitch to the new centres.

Warning signs: floorspace over-supply
Town Name

Risk Rank

Town Centre
Floorspace
(000s sq ft)

Average floorspace
for town type
(000s sq ft)

Town minus
benchmark space
(000s sq ft)

Bradford, West Yorkshire

1

1,476

1,076

400

Derby, Derbyshire

2

1,858

1,295

563

Hull, North Humberside

5

1,865

1,295

570

Warrington, Cheshire

8

1,386

1,076

310

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate
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Stalled development leads to
uncertainty, adversely affecting high
streets
The economic climate has stalled retail-led development,
as a combination of issues including poor business and
consumer confidence, the reluctance of banks to finance
schemes, increasing construction costs, shifts in yields and
lack of retailer demand have effectively put a number of
schemes on hold. These planned yet stalled developments
are adversely affecting some high streets, as retailers adopt
a ‘wait and see’ stance to opening new stores. As a result,
affected towns have seen an increase in vacancy rates
and the continued decline of the town centre. The longer
that retail development plans remain uncertain, the more
severe the problem may become.

Isolated locations
Towns in isolated locations with sensible supply have
proven to offer lower risk. Inverness (ranked 93rd) is a
prime example, as it has no significant competition nearby
and demonstrates a sensible supply of retail space relative
to the size of its resident catchment population. In addition,
the town has seen no large scale redevelopment of the town
centre, nor is there planned development – all of which
can negatively impact a town centre. Truro and Carlisle
have similarly fared well in our risk index. This is further
confirmation of our earlier analysis which demonstrated
the importance of local and single destination shopping
which is proving to be of increasing appeal to consumers.
Even towns with strong competition can succeed if they
have a point of difference and serve a purpose for local
communities.
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How can our Retail Risk index be used?
This report provides only a brief overview of our innovative index, with the full research available to our clients. Below
we have summarised how this index could be applied but, should a deeper interpretation be required, the BNP Paribas
Real Estate team is available to provide additional information.

Use it as part of your existing tool kit

The Index limitations

Our risk index should be used in conjunction with –
not instead of – the standard approach, as property
investment decisions need to be made with both a macro
understanding of the forces that shape performance and a
local understanding of what is happening in the markets.
We have stripped out any assumptions and applied only the
facts. Our index gives its users more flexibility as the key
drivers are more transparent. This is particularly important
as not all retail locations are influenced by the same drivers
and, as an investor, it is important to understand whether
these influences are something you can (or cannot) control,
thus assisting with asset management decisions.

It can’t tell you which store will close in which location,
but can point to the risk
The index cannot predict which stores will be closed within
individual markets, but the corporate financial risk of
retailers indicates where risk lies and which locations pose
greater or lesser risk, thus pointing to the risk of closure.
For example, the Arcadia Group recently posted a 38% fall
in annual profits which has prompted it to announce the
closure of 260 stores over the next few years through not
renewing existing leases. Therefore the link between poor
financial corporate health and store closures is evident.

Use it to identify locations with the
greatest re-let potential
Retail destinations need to be all encompassing, with town
centres and shopping centres working alongside each other
to create unique retail destinations that are attractive to
the consumer. Rental growth patterns may not be the best
indicator of re-letting demand. This tool provides a guide
as to which locations will be easier to re-let; for example,
where a lease could be left to run to expiry, versus those
properties which might require more active management.

Use it as a guide to your buy/sell
strategies
Any stakeholder who chooses to invest in one of our
identified most at risk towns can still achieve a good return
in these markets, but to maximise an asset’s full potential
they may have to assess the financial commitment of
active asset management or development to achieve the
expected return. Bradford, which has been identified as our
most at risk location, is a perfect example. With its below
average retail provision, from a developer’s perspective it is
an opportune location to mould into a retail destination. In
addition, if risk profiles are tracked over a series of years,
the data could help with the decision-making process as to
when to hold, sell or buy property.
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It doesn’t take into account independents
If there is a strong presence of independents in a town centre,
it is important to assess if they attract or detract from the
retail mix. For example, an area dominated by independents
can provide an enjoyable shopping environment and create
a sense of place and atmosphere. On the other hand, a
host of ‘tat’ shops or temporary traders occupying space
in primary areas is likely to reflect a lack of demand from
multiple retailers. For the size of towns included within
our analysis, independents tend to be found in secondary
streets while multiples tend to be based in primary areas
with the greatest footfall. Independent presence becomes
more important in the analysis if they occupy space in the
primary streets/locations of town centres.
It is important to remember that our risk ranking identifies
those overall markets most susceptible to decline
While our results identify those locations that pose greatest
overall risk, even in the most at risk towns there are still
areas that may thrive but these usually form the prime and
most dominant part of the wider retail offer. For example,
Southampton (ranked 4th) has the strongest prime Zone A
rent of the top 100 towns. Although Southampton has four
shopping centres, its newest centre West Quay dominates
the local market. Since its opening in 2000 the prime pitch
has shifted to West Quay, impacting other city centre
landlords. Longer term, nearby Portsmouth is also likely
to affect Southampton if the proposal by Centros Miller to
redevelop the former Tricorn Centre comes to fruition.

Appendix 1: Our Top 100 Towns
The below chart shows our top 100 towns by retail hierarchy classification:

Major
City
Birmingham,
Edinburgh,
Glasgow,
Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester,
Newcastle upon Tyne,
Nottingham

Regional Centre
Aberdeen, Bath, Brighton,
Bristol, Bromley, Cambridge, Cardiff,
Cheltenham, Chester, Croydon, Exeter,
Guildford, Kingston Upon Thames,
Leicester, Milton Keynes, Norwich, Oxford,
Peterborough, Plymouth, Reading, Southampton,
Watford, York

Sub Regional Centre
Bolton, Bournemouth, Canterbury, Carlisle, Chelmsford,
Colchester, Coventry, Crawley, Derby, Doncaster, Dundee, Hull, Ilford,
Inverness, Ipswich, Lincoln, Maidstone, Middlesbrough, Northampton,
Portsmouth, Preston, Romford, Sheffield, Solihull, Stockport, Stoke-onTrent, Sunderland, Swansea, Swindon, Taunton, Tunbridge Wells, Uxbridge,
Wolverhampton, Worcester

Major Town
*Barnsley, Basildon, Bedford, Bexleyheath, Birkenhead, Blackburn, Blackpool, Bradford, Bury,
*Chatham, *Chesterfield, Darlington, Ealing Broadway, Eastbourne, Gloucester, Harrow, Huddersfield,
Lewisham, Luton, Mansfield, Newport, Poole, Shrewsbury, Southend-on-Sea, Southport, Stevenage, Sutton,
Telford, Truro, Wakefield, Walsall, Warrington, Wigan, Wood Green, Worthing

* Classified as average towns
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SERVICE OFFERS

MAIN LOCATIONS

Property Development

ABU DHABI

Barbara Koreniouguine
Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 65 27 78
barbara.koreniouguine@bnpparibas.com

International Investment Group
Peter Roesler
Tel.: +49 69 298 99 940
peter.roesler@bnpparibas.com

Consulting

Al Bateen Area
Plot No. 144, W-11
New Al Bateen Municipality
Street 32
P.O. Box 2742
Tel.: +971 44 248 271
Fax: +971 44 257 817

BELGIUM

Sylvain Hasse
Tel.: +33 (0)1 47 59 23 57
sylvain.hasse@bnpparibas.com

Boulevard Louis Schmidtlaan 2 B3
1040 Brussels
Tel.: +32 2 646 49 49
Fax: +32 2 646 46 50

Valuation

CZECH REPUBLIC

Jean-Claude Dubois
Tel.: +33 (0)1 47 59 18 10
jean-claude.j.dubois@bnpparibas.com

Property Management

Lauric Leclerc
Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 65 29 29
lauric.leclerc@bnpparibas.com

Investment Management

David Aubin
Tel.: +33(0)1 55 65 26 06
david.aubin@bnpparibas.com

Pobřežní 3
186 00 Praha 8
Tel.: +420 224 835 000
Fax: +420 222 323 723

DUBAÏ

Emaar Square
Building No. 1, 7th Floor
P.O. Box 7233
Tel.: +971 44 248 271
Fax: +971 44 257 817

FRANCE

167, Quai de la Bataille
de Stalingrad
92867 Issy-les-Moulineaux
Tel.: +33 1 55 65 20 04
Fax: +33 1 55 65 20 00

CLIENT SOLUTIONS
Guillaume Delattre
Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 65 24 31
guillaume.delattre@bnpparibas.com

RESEARCH
Christophe Pineau
Tel.: +33 (0)1 47 59 24 77
christophe.pineau@bnpparibas.com

OTHER LOCATIONS
GERMANY

Goetheplatz 4
60311 Frankfurt
Tel.: +49 69 2 98 99 0
Fax: +49 69 2 92 91 4

HUNGARY

Alkotás u. 53.
H-1123 Budapest,
Tel.: +36 1 487 5501
Fax: +36 1 487 5542

INDIA

704, Level 7, MMTC House, C-2
Bandra Kurla Complex
Bandra (E)
Mumbai 400 051
Tel.: + 91 22 6138 8088
Fax: +91 22 6138 8089

LUXEMBOURG

Axento Building
Avenue J.F. Kennedy 44
1855 Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 34 94 84
Fax: +352 34 94 73

POLAND

Atrium Tower
Al. Jana Pawla II 25
00-854 Warsawa, Polska
Tel.: +48 22 653 44 00
Fax: +48 22 653 44 01

ROMANIA

ALBANIA
AUSTRIA
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
GREECE
JAPAN
NETHERLANDS
NORTHERN IRELAND
RUSSIA

IRELAND

Union International Center
11 Ion Campineanu Street
Sector 1
Bucharest 010031
Tel.: +40 21 312 7000
Fax: +40 21 312 7001

USA

ITALy

María de Molina, 54
28006 Madrid
Tel.: +34 91 454 96 00
Fax: +34 91 454 97 65

UNITED KINGDOM

Please contact

JERSEY

5 Aldermanbury Square
London EC2V 7HR
Tel.: +44 20 7338 4000
Fax: +44 20 7430 2628

40 Fitzwilliam Place
Dublin 2
Tel.: +353 1 66 11 233
Fax: +353 1 67 89 981

Corso Italia, 15/A
20122 Milan
Tel.: +39 02 58 33 141
Fax: +39 02 58 33 14 39
Dialogue House
PO Box 158
Anley Street
St Helier
Jersey JE4 8RD
Tel.: +44 (0)1 534 815 300
Fax: +44 (0)1 534 629 011

SPAIN

SERBIA
SLOVAKIA
SWITZERLAND
UKRAINE

Bernard Blanco
Tel.: +33 (0)1 47 59 20 84
bernard.blanco@bnpparibas.com
Greg Cooke
Tel.: +44 (0) 20 7338 4201
greg.cooke@bnpparibas.com
Philippe Mer
Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 65 27 85
philippe.mer@bnpparibas.com
Nicolas Barbey
Tel.: +33 (0)1 47 59 20 29
nicolas.barbey@bnpparibas.com

Non contractual document - Research department – Month YEAR
BNP Paribas Real Estate : Simplified joint stock company with capital of €329 196 608 € - 692 012 180 RCS NANTERRE - Code NAF 4110B - CE identification number : FR 666 920 121 80
Headquarters: 167, Quai de la Bataille de Stalingrad - 92867 Issy Les Moulineaux Cedex - BNP Paribas Real Estate is part of the BN P Paribas Banking Group.
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